Many Colors to Choose From

1/16" Chip
- 1) Tan; (2) Dakota Grey; (3) Granite; (4) Dolphin; (5) Light Grey; (6) Grey; (7) Terrazo; (8) Red; (9) Rare Earth; (10) Saddle Tan; (11) Santana; (12) Terrazza; (13) Brown; (14) Green; (15) Blue.

1/8" Chip
- 16) Tan; (17) Medium Tan; (18) Granite; (19) Dolphin; (20) Light Grey; (21) Grey; (22) Tuxedo; (23) Red; (24) Rare Earth; (25) Saddle Tan; (26) Santana; (27) Terrazza; (28) Brown; (29) Green; (30) Blue.

1/4" Chip
- 31) Dakota Grey; (32) Dolphin; (33) Granite; (34) Light Grey; (35) Smoke; (36) Green; (37) Terrazo; (38) Grey; (39) Graphite; (40) Night Fall; (41) Tan and Bone; (42) Tan; (43) Maxx; (44) Cookie; (45) Toffee; (46) Hunter; (47) Medium Tan; (48) Congo; (49) Rare Earth; (50) Saddle Tan; (51) Safari; (52) Brown; (53) Cappuccino; (54) Santana; (55) Terrazza; (56) Red; (57) Green; (58) Blue; (59) Cracked Blue.

1" Chip
- 60) Tuxedo; (61) Salt and Pepper; (62) Tan; (63) Dolphin; (64) Granite; (65) Grey; (66) Light Grey; (67) Medium Tan; (68) Rare Earth; (69) Saddle Tan; (70) Santana; (71) Chocolate; (72) Brown; (73) Coffee; (74) Mocha; (75) Terrazza; (76) Red; (77) Green; (78) Jade; (79) Touch of Blue; (80) Blue; (81) Midnight Blue.

Transform dull and dreary concrete floor into a stunning, seamless masterpiece that will last for years.
ROLL ON ROCK®
UPTO 3-TIMES
STRONGER WITH REVOLUTIONARY WICKING TECHNOLOGY

In 1999, the Roll On Rock 2-step flake system revolutionized the garage floor coatings industry. Easier to apply than common 4-step systems, Roll On Rock uses a proprietary epoxy that “wicks” deep into concrete, creating a bond that is up to 3-times stronger than ordinary epoxy or polyaspartic systems. With Roll On Rock your customers get a beautiful, easy to apply flooring system that will withstand at least 8 lbs. of MVE pressure, while others fail at 3lbs.

Advanced Roll On Rock technology allows a typical floor to be installed in 1 day – with accelerated formula 4195 Direct to Concrete Epoxy drying in just 3 hours. Our Polyurea topcoat delivers incredible gloss while providing extreme chemical and abrasion resistance, continuing to shine when others start to fade.

With 1 day installation, and 3-times better adhesion to bare concrete, Roll On Rock transforms dull and dreary concrete floors into stunning, seamless masterpieces that will outshine other so-called comparable systems for years.

MORE THAN 60,000,000 SQUARE FEET SOLD

Thanks to everyone at Versatile for the great service and awesome products. I have been using your products for over 6 years now. Customer satisfaction has been 100% since I switched over to the Roll on Rock systems. The scratch resistance is great. I did a doggy daycare 3 years ago and they love it so much I am now doing more areas for them.

– Bruce Eisen, Blue Water Coatings